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Wiring bridges - Phase busbar 1-p 16mm² 215,4mm MPB
18/1-12

Phoenix
MPB 18/1-12
2748593
4017918062569 EAN/GTIN

41,26 GBP excl. VAT**
plus shipping

 14-16 days* (GBR)

Wiring bridges MPB 18/1-12 Number of phases 1, suitable for number of devices 12, pitch 18mm, cross section 16mm², length 215.4mm, rated continuous current Iu 100A,
design of the electrical connection fork, insulated, max. rated operating voltage Ue 500V, rated short-time withstand current Icw 25kA , Wiring bridge for modules with a
connection grid of 17.5 mm, 1-phase, 12-pin
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